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Summary 

In January and February 2018 ADAS carried out an emergency archaeological watching brief for Kier 

Integrated Services and Clancy Docwra (KCD) of groundworks for the repair of a leak to a water main 

located under Broad Street near the junction with Parks Road adjacent to the Weston Library and the 

Clarendon Building (NGR: SP 51544 06503). A single trench (Trench 1) was excavated (Figures 1-2). 

Although Trench 1 was located in the historic core of Oxford the groundworks for the water main repair 

impacted only modern made ground.    

There was no visual evidence that the water leak had created any deeper voids or voids that extended 

beyond those which were removed within Trench 1. The staff from the Weston Library and the Clarendon 

Building reported no evidence of water seeping into the cellars of these buildings or into the tunnel under 

Broad Street which links these two buildings. 
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1 Introduction 

Project Background 

1.1.1 In January and February 2018 ADAS carried out an emergency archaeological watching brief for 

Kier Integrated Services and Clancy Docwra (KCD) of groundworks for the repair of a leak to a 

water main located under Broad Street near the junction with Parks Road adjacent to the Weston 

Library and the Clarendon Building (NGR: SP 51544 06503). A single trench (Trench 1) was 

excavated   (Figures 1-2). 

1.1.2 The works were carried out within the permitted development rights of the statutory undertaker 

Thames Water, and therefore were not subject to a planning application. 

1.1.3 The groundworks to locate and repair the water leak had the potential to impact on buried 

archaeological deposits and structures under Broad Street within the historic core of Oxford. The 

water leaking from the water main also had the potential to damage the cellars adjacent historic 

buildings such as the Weston Library and the Clarendon House, as well as a tunnel under Broad 

Street linking these two buildings. Following consultation with Mr David Radford, the 

Archaeologist for Oxford City Council , It was recommended that archaeological monitoring should 

be carried out during the groundworks in order to identify, assess and record any unknown 

archaeological remains impacted by the groundworks and to advise on further archaeological 

mitigation measures if necessary.  

1.1.4 Since the archaeological monitoring was carried out as an emergency mitigation measure it was 

agreed with the local authority archaeologist that no Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI) was 

required. However, the fieldwork methodology followed standard procedures contained in ADAS 

WSIs and in accordance with Chartered Institute for Archaeologists guidance. 

1.1.5 The fieldwork followed the Standard and Guidance for an archaeological watching brief (CIfA 

2014), the Management of Archaeological Projects 2 (English Heritage 1991) and the 

Management of Research Projects in the Historic Environment (MORPHE): Project Manager’s 

Guide (EH 2006) and the RSK Technical Manual (RSK 2018). 

1.1.6 In carrying out this work Thames Water complied with their obligations to the historic 

environment. 

The Site, Location and Geology 

1.2.1 Trench 1 (centred on NGR: SP 51544 06503) was located under Broad Street near the junction 

with Parks Road adjacent to the Weston Library and the Clarendon Building (Figures 1-2). 
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1.2.2 The underlying geology on the area is recorded as Oxford Clay Formation and West Walton 

Formation (undifferentiated) mudstone (BGS 2018). Superficial deposits of Summertown- Radley 

Sand and Gravel Member are recorded at this location. These were formed up to 3 million years 

ago in the Quaternary Period. The local environment was previously dominated by rivers (ibid 

2018). 

1.2.3 The nearest borehole to the groundworks (SP50NW156 – Corner of Broad Street and Parks Road 

Oxford) was excavated in 1935. This borehole identified c. 0.9 m of made ground overlying 2.74 

m of ‘sand ballast’ which is likely to represent Summertown Radley deposits. These superficial 

deposits sealed deposits recorded as Oxford Clay (BGS 2018). This borehole data indicates that 

natural superficial deposits are likely to be encountered approximately 0.9m below modern 

ground level along Broad Street. 

2 Objectives 

Aims and Scope 

2.1.1 The aims of this watching brief were: 

 To ensure that any archaeological features/deposits exposed during groundworks associated 

with the development area were identified, recorded and interpreted to an acceptable 

standard; 

 To ensure that any significant discoveries of artefactual evidence were recorded and analysed 

to an acceptable standard; 

 The specific aim of the fieldwork was to identify and record any unknown buried 

archaeological remains or artefacts associated with the historic core of Oxford that were 

impacted by the groundworks 

 The specific aim of the fieldwork was to identify if the water leaking from the main was likely 

to be harming buried archaeological deposits,  buried structures under the modern road  or 

the basement levels of adjacent historic buildings 

 To ensure that the fieldwork takes place within, and will contribute to the goals of the regional 

frameworks set out in Solent-Thames Research Framework for the Historic Environment 

Resource Assessments and Research Agendas (Hey and Hind 2014). 

 To report the results as appropriate. 
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3 Copyright 

3.1.1 This report may contain material that is not the copyright of RSK ADAS Ltd. or is the intellectual 

property of third parties that we are able to include for limited reproduction under the terms of 

our own copyright licences. Copyright itself for such material is not transferable by RSK ADAS Ltd. 

and you are reminded that you remain bound by the terms and conditions of the Copyright, 

Designs and Patents Act 1988 with regard to copying and dissemination of this report. 

4 Archaeological and Historical Context 

Introduction 

4.1.1 Trench 1 is located at the eastern end of Broad Street and lies within the historic core of Oxford. 

It is located within the Central (University and City) Conservation Area and is adjacent to 

numerous buildings and structures of historic interest. Many of these are listed by Historic 

England. Broad Street also has significant buried archaeological potential, as it is located close to 

the Medieval town defences and evidence of Anglo-Saxon and Medieval settlement activity has 

previously been recorded in the immediate vicinity. A summary of the buried archaeological 

potential and key historic buildings in the immediate vicinity of Trench 1 is provided below. 

4.1.2 The Old Clarendon Building (1185456) was built in 1711-13 in Headington free stone and patched 

and restored in Clipsham stone in 1909. It forms a group of Grade I Listed Buildings along with 

Exeter College, The Old Ashmolean Building, and The Sheldonian Theatre (Heritage Gateway 

2018). The Clarendon building was built on the line of the back filled City Ditch. Subsidence has 

occurred in the basement floors (ibid 2018). 

4.1.3 The New Bodleian Library (1390596) was designed by Sir Giles Gilbert Scott and was constructed 

from 1936-37. It is a Grade II listed building with significance attributed to an unusual Art Modern 

design with an almost complete set of original fixtures and fittings and a highly significant link with 

the Bodleian Library as a whole. The building has served as a book stack and library since it was 

constructed. The building was subject to alterations between 2010 and 2015 and renamed the 

Weston Library. A tunnel linking the New Bodleian Library with the Old Clarendon Building was 

constructed in 1939 (Heritage Gateway 2018). 

4.1.4 Early evidence of activity along Broad Street may possibly be reflected by the recovery of a Roman 

coin of Constantine (HER Number 3508). Evidence of Anglo-Saxon occupation in the immediate 

vicinity of Broad Street is reflected by a bowl and cauldron (HER Number 6030) which were 

unearthed along with Late Medieval pottery during the construction of a static water tank in the 

Bodleian Quadrangle in 1941. Evidence of Saxon occupation was also indicated in the vicinity of 
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Nos 35-37 Broad Street (HER Number 6225) during archaeological excavations of the site of the 

Bodleian Library extension (Heritage Gateway 2018). 

4.1.5  Demolition and excavation on the site of the New Bodleian Library prior to its construction in 

1936/7 destroyed at least a dozen buildings whose dates ranged from c. 1600 AD to the middle 

of the 18th century (HER Number 3551). About twenty five Medieval pits and wells were 

unearthed during these excavations. In the 13th century the land belonged to Osney Abbey and 

St John the Baptist. Documentary evidence indicated that an academic hall known as Deep Hall, 

was established on this site in the 12th century and survived until at least the 14th century. 

Archaeological excavations indicated that by the 15th or 16th century the site appears to have 

been in decay and partially abandoned. A series of pits and wells provided a cache of 17th century 

Bellarmine jars and 17th or early 18th century stamped and unstamped wine bottles. A chain of 

pits and seams of buried rubbish included oyster shells, clean boiled snail shell, jugs and 

sauceboats, quantities of willow pattern china were recovered, suggesting the premises were 

occupied by cooks during the 16th and 17th centuries (Heritage Gateway 2018). 

4.1.6 The Medieval ditch and wall ran along Broad Street in the vicinity of the current groundworks. 

Observations undertaken in the Clarendon Quadrangle during the construction of the tunnel 

linking the Old and New Bodleian Libraries in 1939 (HER Number 3553) identified the line of the 

town wall as well as the site of a 17th century building (Heritage Gateway 2018). 

4.1.7 Archaeological monitoring during the creation of an enlarged basement on the site of the 

Museum of the History of Science (the Old Ashmolean Building) identified two Medieval pits and 

part of the Medieval town ditch which was infilled in the 17th century (HER Number 3489). A 

cesspit and a stone chamber relating to the use of the site by the museum were also revealed, 

along with a metalled surfaces which were interpreted as consolidation layers due to the slumping 

of the town ditch fill (Heritage Gateway 2018). 

4.1.8 Sherds of late 16th century pottery and glass ware, along with animal bone, leatherwork and 

oyster shell were recovered from excavations in the filling of the town ditch in the basement and 

to the north west of the Sheldonian Theatre during reconstruction work (HER Number 6242). A 

bastion (Bastion 7) along the Medieval city wall is thought to have been located in the vicinity of 

Broad Street on ground now occupied by the Bodleian Library (HER Number 3445). 

4.1.9 Overall the available archaeological and documentary evidence suggests that the main potential 

for buried archaeological remains in the vicinity of Trench 1 on Broad Street relate to the Medieval 

town wall and rampant, foundations and artefacts relating to former Medieval and Post-medieval 

buildings that were demolished to make way for the New Bodleian (Weston) Library and the 
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Clarendon Building and evidence for the tunnel that was built during the 20th century to link the 

New Bodleian Library and the Old Clarendon Building. 

5 Methodology

Introduction 

5.1.1 Since the archaeological monitoring was carried out as an emergency mitigation measure it was 

agreed with the local authority archaeologist that no Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI) was 

required. However, the fieldwork methodology followed standard procedures contained in ADAS 

WSIs and in accordance with Chartered Institute for Archaeologists guidance. An archaeologist 

was present during all intrusive groundworks to excavate the pit in the modern road required to 

carry out the water main repair and remove voids under the road eroded by the leaking water. 

5.1.2 Where archaeological deposits were encountered written, graphic and photographic records 

were compiled in accordance with the Chartered Institute for Archaeologists Standard and 

Guidance: Archaeological watching brief 2014. 

Artefacts, Human Remains, Treasure and Environmental Sampling 

5.1.3 No artefacts or human remains were encountered during the watching brief. No archaeologically 

significant deposits were disturbed by the groundworks, so no environmental sampling was 

undertaken.  

Post-Excavation Analysis  

5.1.4 No archaeological artefacts or deposits were encountered during the watching brief, and 

therefore no post-excavation analysis was required. 

Archives and Deposition 

5.1.5 The archive is currently held by ADAS at their offices in Milton Park. No artefacts were recovered 

during the monitoring and therefore no artefacts will need to be deposited with the Oxfordshire 

Museum Service. A paper or digital archive will be deposited with the Oxfordshire Museum 

Service within six months of the completion of the fieldwork under an accession number which 

will be issued upon deposition. A summary of information from this project, set out within 

Appendix C, will be entered onto the OASIS database of archaeological projects in Britain. An 

OASIS form, ID reference adasuklt1-309193 has been provisionally completed and will be 

submitted at the time of completion.  
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ADAS Project Team 

5.1.6 Fieldwork was undertaken by Diarmuid O Seaneachain, Andrew Brown and Stephanie Dalby. The 

report was written by Diarmuid O Seaneachain. The illustrations were prepared by Andrew 

Brown. The archive was compiled and prepared for deposition by Andrew Brown. The project was 

managed for ADAS by Diarmuid O Seaneachain. 

6 Results 

6.1.1 This section provides an overview of the monitoring results; detailed summaries of the recorded 

contexts and finds are to be found in Appendix A. 

6.1.2 The archaeological monitoring area comprised one trench which was excavated entirely within 

the modern road of Broad Street near the junction with Parks Road adjacent to the Weston Library 

and the Clarendon Building (Figures 2; Plates 1-5). The works were completed on Wednesday 24th 

and Thursday 25th January. A further repair was carried out on Friday 9th February within the 

original trench. 

Trench 1  

6.1.3 Trench 1 was a broadly L-shaped trench measuring approximately 3.8 m north/south by 4.7 m 

east/west. It was located on Broad Street outside the entrance to the Clarendon Building (See 

Plate 1).   

6.1.4 The general stratigraphic sequence observed in the trench was 0.2 m of modern tarmac and pink 

gravel crush (1001) overlying c. 0.3 m of modern yellow gravel hardcore (1002). This sealed a red-

brown sandy silt with moderate small stone inclusions (1003) which contained at least three 

different water main pipes and was the backfill of the construction cut for the modern water 

services (1004). The fill was at least 0.4 m thick and was observed at the base of the trench, which 

was excavated to a maximum depth of 0.9 m below the modern street surface. The cut of the 

water main construction trench was observed in the north-east section of the trench, where it 

was extended towards the kerb of the footpath on the northern side of the road. In this section it 

appeared to cut a dark brown silt containing occasional rounded cobbles and charcoal inclusions 

(1005). This deposit was only exposed in a small area of the northern section of the trench. It 

could represent an archaeological deposit. Alternatively, it may represent the backfill of a modern 

foul water drain which is known to run along the edge of the footpath on the northern side of 

Broad Street. 
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6.1.5 No other archaeologically significant features or artefacts were observed or recovered from the 

trench. 

7 Discussion and Conclusions

7.1.1 Although Trench 1 was located in the historic core of Oxford the groundworks for the water main 

repair impacted only modern made ground.    

7.1.2 There was no visual evidence that the water leak had created any deeper voids or voids that 

extended beyond those which were removed within Trench 1. The staff from the Weston Library 

and the Clarendon Building reported no evidence of water seeping into the cellars of these 

buildings or into the tunnel under Broad Street which links these two buildings. 
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Appendix A: Context Descriptions 

Trench 1  

No. Type  Description 
Length (m) Width (m) Thickness 

(m) 

1001 Layer 
Modern tarmac and pink gravel 

hardcore 
 4.7  3.8 0.2 

1002 Layer Modern yellow gravel hardcore  4.7  3.8 0.3 

1003 Layer 

Backfill of water main construction 

cut: red-brown sandy silt with 

moderate small stone inclusions. 

Contained three metal water pipes 

 4.7  3.8           0.4 

1004 Layer 
Construction cut for water main 

services 
 4.7  3.8 N/A 

1005 Deposit/Fill 

Dark brown silt containing 

occasional rounded cobbles and 

charcoal inclusions (1005). 

 0.2  2.2  0.4 

 

Appendix B:  The Finds 

No artefacts were identified during the course of the archaeological monitoring. 
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the project 

In January and February 2018 ADAS carried out an emergency archaeological 

watching brief for Kier Integrated Services and Clancy Docwra (KCD) of 

groundworks for the repair of a leak to a water main located under Broad Street 

near the junction with Parks Road adjacent to the Weston Library and the 

Clarendon Building (NGR: SP 51544 06503). A single trench (Trench 1) was 

excavated. Although Trench 1 was located in the historic core of Oxford the 

groundworks for the water main repair impacted only modern made ground. 

There was no visual evidence that the water leak had created any deeper voids 

or voids that extended beyond those which were removed within Trench 1. The 

staff from the Weston Library and the Clarendon Building reported no evidence 

of water seeping into the cellars of these buildings or into the tunnel under 
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codes 

BROAD18 - Site code  
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Plate 1: General view of the location of Trench 1 on Broad Street prior to extension 
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Plate 2: View of Trench 1 showing buried services 
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Plate 3: View of deposit/fill 1005 in section  
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Plate 4: Ranging rod marking the edge of construction cut of 1004 observed in section 
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Plate 5: View of the full extent of Trench 1 post-excavation 
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